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The.NET Media Handler Pro is a.NET wrapper of ffmpeg, allowing to make use of
advanced features of the audio and video encoder. .NET Media Handler Pro has
been designed as a ffmpeg wrapper for.net application developers, packing almost
all of the features and commands that commonly used ffmpeg builds include. The
tool also comes with background video processing capabilities, which ensures that
applications do not become unresponsive when it comes to heavy encoding. With
the help of this utility, developers can enjoy support for encoding video and audio to
and from various formats using ASP.NET and other.NET applications. It also
includes support for almost all image formats out there. Moreover, it can also add
meta information to flash flv, mp4, ogv, or ogg files, allowing them to be playable
on various applications, including web players, html5 and mobile devices. One other
important feature of.NET Media Handler Pro is the possibility to set Meta-
Information for FLV & MP4 Videos, which ensures that operations such as play,
pause, fast forward, or seek positions are available when streaming and playing
them in flash & html5 players. The tool also supports the capturing of multiple
thumbs from a video in any sequence, and can also be set to capture a specific
number of thumbs from the start to the end of the clip. Additionally, it allows devs
to add watermarks on images and videos. For videos that are too long, splitting is
possible, so that they can be published in multiple small clips. Moreover, the tool
allows developers to join two or multiple videos in a single one. The utility also
includes advance exception handling control for video processing, ensuring
successful publication of videos or proper error report in case of failure. The tool
allows for the extraction of audio from videos, and can also limit or cut audio and
video tracks to specific limits. Videos can be published from any position and with
any given length. A Parameter object delivers additional advance handlings by
passwing custom ffmpeg parameters. The utility also allows for the extraction of
audio from videos, and can also limit or cut audio and video tracks to specific
limits. Videos can be published from any position and with any given length. A
Parameter object delivers additional advance handlings by passwing custom ffmpeg
parameters. The utility also allows for the extraction of audio from videos, and can
also limit or cut audio and video tracks to specific limits. Videos can be published
from any position and with any given length.
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What's New In?

.NET Media Handler Pro is a.NET wrapper for ffmpeg, which brings some of the
features and commands that are available in the official ffmpeg builds to.NET
developers. .NET Media Handler Pro works with.NET (.NET Standard,.NET
Framework 4.7,.NET Core) and Mono, and can be used to process videos of all
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kinds, including MP4, FLV, MPEG, 3GP, OGG, WebM, MNG, WebP, MKV, and
others. It can also be used to add meta information to flash flv, mp4, ogv, or ogg
videos, allowing them to be playable on various applications, including web players,
html5 and mobile devices. .NET Media Handler Pro comes with a background video
processing capability, which ensures that applications do not become unresponsive
when it comes to heavy encoding. With the help of this utility, developers can enjoy
support for encoding video and audio to and from various formats using ASP.NET
and other.NET applications. It also includes support for almost all image formats
out there. Moreover, it can also add meta information to flash flv, mp4, ogv, or ogg
files, allowing them to be playable on various applications, including web players,
html5 and mobile devices. One other important feature of.NET Media Handler Pro
is the possibility to set Meta-Information for FLV & MP4 Videos, which ensures
that operations such as play, pause, fast forward, or seek positions are available
when streaming and playing them in flash & html5 players. The tool also supports
the capturing of multiple thumbs from a video in any sequence, and can also be set
to capture a specific number of thumbs from the start to the end of the clip.
Additionally, it allows devs to add watermarks on images and videos. For videos that
are too long, splitting is possible, so that they can be published in multiple small
clips. Moreover, the tool allows developers to join two or multiple videos in a single
one. .NET Media Handler Pro also includes advance exception handling control for
video processing, ensuring successful publication of videos or proper error report in
case of failure. The utility allows for the extraction of audio from videos, and can
also limit or cut audio and video tracks to specific limits. Videos can be published
from any position and with any given length. A Parameter object delivers additional
advance handlings by passwing custom ffmpeg parameters. The utility also offers
effective control and prevention of deadlock or server crash during the processing
of a video, and also allows developers to add padding at different positions of a
video while encoding it. App Links In Your Site For Your Customer Support
Webinar! .NET Media Handler Pro is a.NET wrapper for ffmpeg, which brings
some of the features and commands that are available in the official ffmpeg builds
to.NET developers. .NET Media Handler Pro
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System Requirements For .NET Media Handler Pro:

* 2.5 GHz CPU or faster processor (Windows 7 and later) * 3 GB RAM (Windows
7 and later) * 1 GB of free disk space (Windows 7 and later) * Windows 2000 or
later (Windows 7 and later) * Microsoft DirectX 9.0c * ATI Radeon Series and
NVIDIA GeForce Series video cards with 512 MB of VRAM (Windows 2000, XP,
Vista, 7 and later) * Intel Core 2 Duo or better * Intel Core 2 Quad or
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